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Abstract 

Diaconis, P. and R. Graham, Binomial coefficient codes over GF(2) Discrete Mathematics 
106/107 (1992) 181-188. 

In this note we study codes over GF(2) which are generated for given d and r by binary vectors 
of the form ((y), (,‘), , ({), . , (*‘i ‘)) (mod 2), 0 <i =Z d. We describe the weight enumera- 
tors of these codes and the numbers of codewords of weights 1 and 2. These results can be used 
to obtain sharp bounds on the rates of convergence to uniformity for certain random walks on 
the n-cube GF(2)“. 

1. Introduction 

For fixed r 3 0 and 2’-’ <d s 2’, let 

k=O 

will denote the weight enumerator of ?& (for general coding theory references, see 
[3]). We call the Ce, binomial coefficient codes for the obvious reason. 
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As will be explained in Section 3, knowledge of the weight structure of Y& can 
be used to derive rather tight bounds on convergence rates of certain random 
walks of the n-cube. Our objective of this paper will be to point out several facts 

concerning D,(t). 

2. The main results 

Theorem 1. The weight enumerators D,(t) are determined by the following 
recurrences : 

DI(t) = 1 + t, (1) 

D&(t) = D,,,(t)*, m 2 1, (2) 

&m+&) - &m(f) = (&,+r(f) - DA))“, m#2”, (3) 

D,*+*(t) = (1+ t2)” + (2t)‘. (4) 

Proof. We first note the following modular relations between binomial 
coefficients, all of which follow from the fact (e.g., see [l]) that the power of 2 
which divides ( a 1; “) is just the number of ‘carries’ occurring in the base 2 addition 
of a and b. 

(mod2), (2’z1)=(i) (mod2), 

= 0 (mod 2), (zz:)-(i> (mod2). ” 

The proofs of (2), (3) and (4) are recursive. To form the basic recursion, let V 
be the d by 2’ array formed by taking Wi as its ith row, 0 6 i < d. Let V, and VI be 
d by 2’-’ arrays formed from the even and odd columns of V, respectively. It 
follows from (5) and the definition of V that V, and VI have the following form 
(where all quantities are considered modulo 2): 

(0) (i) . . . (L) . . . (y-1) 

0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 

v,: 
. 

(p) (f) *-* (i> *‘- (y-y 
I) 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 
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(3 (3 . . . (i) . . . (“‘-f-l) 

(i) 6) . . . (L) . . . (y-1) 

The exact form of the last rows of V, and VI will depend on the parity of d and 
will determine the differences between parts (2) (3) and (4) of Theorem 1. 

Proof of (2). Here, d = 2m. The last row of V is W,_, and the last rows of V, 
and VI are (mod2): 

The code C, is formed by taking sums of all possible subsets of rows of V. For 
the rows W, and W,,, there are four possibilities: take neither, take Wzi alone, 
take Wzi+l alone, and take both. Consider the effect of these choices on the 
corresponding pairs of rows in V, and VI. In the first case (neither), (00 . - 10) is 
added to both V, and VI, In the second case (W, alone), ((y)( 3) . - - (i) . * - (“-:- ‘)) 
is added to both V, and VI. In the third case (W,,, alone), (00 - - - 0) is added to 
V, and ((9) - . . (“-:- ‘)) is add e d to V,. Finally, in the last case (both), this has the 
effect of adding ((7) - - * (“-:- ‘)) to V, and (00 - - - 0) to VI. Thus, the four 
possibilities of adding or not adding the row ((7) . . - (“‘-:-I)) to V, and V, each 
occur exactly once. Of course, this holds in general for each of the m = d/2 pairs 
of rows in V. Hence, in generating V 2m we are actually generating %& 
independently in both V, and VI. This immediately implies D%(t) = D,(t)‘, 
which is (2). 
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Proof of (3). Here, d = 2m + 1 with m f2”. The last three rows of V, and V, 

are (mod 2): 

(,“I) (,‘I) .-* (,i,) ... (2;l-;) 
K: (,“-1) (,11) -Of (,i,) .-. (2;:-;) 

0 (2 **- (i) . . . y-;-y 

In this case, each of V, and VI have a single repeated unpaired row. In each of V, 

and VI the codes generated by the first 2m rows are %,,, as before. The last row is 
what changes %$,,, (and so, D,,(t)) into %L,,+r (and so, L&,+,(t)). Thus, 

&a+&) = %iz(O + (Rn+&) - Mt))2 

which is (3). 
Proof of (4). In this case 

added has the form (mod 2): 

w2s= (29) (is) 
z 0 0 

d = 2” + 1. In going from 2” to 2s+‘, the new row 

. . . (“‘,I) (;;) . . . (2;) 

. . . 0 1 . . . 1 

by (5). The lengths of the words jump from 2” to 2”+‘. Thus, the array V appears 
as 

with all vectors having length 2”. Hence, a word consisting of any linear 
combination of the first 2” rows has the form (2, 2) where 2 E Yze,,, therefore, 
the code generated by the first 2” rows has weight enumerator &(t2). Adding the 
final row gives words of the form (Z, Z) where Z is coordinate-wise complement 
of Z. Any such word has weight 2”, and there are IV&( = 2” such words. Since all 
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the rows of V are linearly independent then &(t) = (1 + t)“. Thus, 

z&+,(t) = (1 + t*)*’ + 22st25 

which implies (4). Cl 

It follows from Theorem 1 that N,, = 1 for all d, and 

N = 2’ if d = 2’, 
1 0 otherwise. 

In our next result, we describe the set S, of words in (e, of weight 2. By 
Theorem 1, if d = 2’ then S, consists of all possible words of weight 2 and length 
2’, so that IS,] = (‘;). 

Theorem 2. Suppose 2’-’ < d < 2’ and that the binary expansion of d begins with s 
ones. Then the words in S, can be described as follows. Partition the 2’ coordinates 
into 2” disjoint blocks each of length 2’-“. Each word W in S, can be uniquely 
specified by selecting two of the 2” blocks and an integer k, 0 < k < 2’-“. W then has 
a one in the kth position of each of the two selected blocks and zeros everywhere 
else. In particular, I&l = (2;)2’-“. 

Proof. Let us analyze the structure of the array V = V(d) formed from the rows 

%,w,,..., W,_,. Write r = s + t so that d begins with s ones, then a zero, then 
t - 1 following binary digits. In particular, 

The array V can be pictured as shown in Fig. 1. 
The lower line L which defines the lower boundary of the array is above row 

W2’-‘+...+*‘+*‘-‘. Hence, any subset sum of rows between L and L’ = 2’-’ + 2’-* + 
~~~+2’hastheformOO~~ * OXX with X of length 2’-’ having even weight. 

Now note the following: 
(i) The codes generated by the rows above L’ are exactly the codes %2,_2, 

(using ideas from the proof of Theorem 1 (2)). These are exactly the codes with 
the following property: for every k = 0, 1, . . . , 2’ - 1, the sum of the entries in 
positions congruent to k (mod2’) is even; 

(ii) The nonzero codes generated by rows below L’ lie in the last block of 
positions and have at least four ones in each word. 

Theorem 2 now follows at once from these remarks. 0 

3. Applications 

We give a brief sketch of the problem which motivated our investigations here. 
Full details can be found in [l]. 
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We consider the random walk X,, = AX,_, + E, with Xi E GF(2)d, A a fixed non- 
singular lower triangular d by d matrix over GF(2), and E,, a random vector of 
disturbance terms. More specifically, take A to have ones on or just below the 
diagonal (and zero elsewhere), and the E, are independent and identically 
distributed vectors having common distribution 

Pr(e, = 0} = 1 - 0, P(E” = e,) = 8 

with O-C 0 < 1 and e, the vector with a single one in the first coordinate and zeros 
elsewhere. Then 

lim Pr(X, = y) = 1/2d 
n-m 

for any y E GF(2)d. If U(y) = 1/2d denotes the uniform distribution and Q,,(y) = 
Pr{X” = y} then the total variation distance between Q, and lJ is given by 

A typical question in random walks is the estimation of the number of steps 
needed to force l/Q, - U]I to be close to 0 (so that X, is ‘close’ to being random). 

By employing techniques from Fourier analysis, it can be shown (see [l]) that 
[IQ, - U/l can be expressed in terms of the weight enumerator Dd of the code %& 
More precisely, if 2’-’ < d s 2’ and n = m * 2’ then 

(6) 

This explains our motivation for needing to know the structure of the very low 
weight words in % d. We conclude with a sharp bound obtained by this method in 
the particularly simple case that d = 2’. 

Theorem 3 [l]. With d = 2’ and 

d(log d + c) 

n = 2(log (1 - 264 ( ’ 

we have 

I/Q,, - U]l = 1 - 2@( - Se-‘“b(n/d)) + O(d-h), 

where 

<p(x) : = & 
I 
:_ e-‘*‘* dt 

and b(nfd) is the bounded oscillating function given by 

b(nld) = (1 - 28)- @yl - 4{n/d}e(l - e))l 

with {x} denoting the fractional part of x. 
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4. Concluding remarks 

The reason we restricted d to satisfy 2’-’ < d s 2’ is that for d s T-l, the rows 
of length 2’ are just repetitions of rows from shorter codes. We have not 
investigated the structure of words of %& of weight 3 (or more). We also have not 
looked at the behavior of %d as a code. Finally, the same questions could be 
asked over GF(p) for a prime p, or even over ZlnZ for general rr. 
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